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Brill - Postmodern Literature 2021

**Highlights**

- This program includes titles of the "GAPS" (Association for Anglophone Post-colonial Studies) and other frontlist titles surrounding the topic by Brill
- Includes topics from familiar literary fields such as travel writing, autobiography, narrative theory, and even medieval English literature and Shakespeare studies
- Complete frontlist publication portfolio of Brill Books in Migration and Development Studies

**Content Definition**

- 33 Books
- 21 Books
- 20 Books

**Pledging Term in Years**

- 1
- 1
- 1

**Price per Year**

- $1,485
- $1,325
- $1,170
- $1,280
- $1,140
- $1,000
- $3,350
- $2,990
- $2,635

**Necessary Supporters**

- 175
- 175
- 50

**Guaranteed Access**

- Yes
- Yes
- Yes

**MARC Records**

- Yes
- Yes
- Yes

**Hosting**

- Yes
- Yes
- Yes

**Usage Data**

- Yes
- Yes
- Yes

---

*www.knowledgeunlatched.org/literature*